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CONSTRAIN EROSION RATES. Joel G. Allen 1 and Tracy K.P. Gregg1, 1Dept. of Geology, 876 Natural Sciences Complex, Universitiy at Buffalo, Buffalo, NY 14260, jgallen@buffalo.edu.
Introduction: The Medusae Fossae Formation
(MFF) is a locally friable deposit with abundant
yardangs [1, 2], located on Mars between 138°– 232°E
in the Elysium, Amazonis, and Tharsis regions lies the
Medusae Fossae Formation (MFF) (Fig. 1). Using ArcGis and Adobe Illustrator (AI) to analyze locations,
diameters, and heights of pedestal craters, we propose
to calculate erosion rates of the MFF, thereby giving
insight into Mars’ recent aeolian history, and possibly
into the origin(s) of the MFF [2-9].
Background: The MFF is composed of 3 members
(7 units) that appear to be Amazonian in age [2, 11].
For simplicity, we have grouped the MFF into five
outcrops (Fig. 1). Outcrop areas range from 1.7 x 106
to 3.0 x 10 6 km2; present outcrop volumes range from
0.135 106 – 5.21 x 10 6 km3. We intprepret the MFF
morphology to indicate that the MFF outcrops represent remnants of a much larger, continuous deposit [1,
2, 9-14].
Approach: We propose that pedestal craters are
an effective tool for constraining erosion rates of the
MFF. Assuming that the height of pedestal craters
equals the thickness of MFF material that existed beneath the crater at the time of impact, we can use pedestal craters to constrain the volume of material that
has been removed since the crater formed [cf. 15].
Furthermore, the size-frequency distribution of these
pedestal craters in relation to the current outcrops of
MFF provides rough age constraints. The volume of
MFF materials removed in time over the change in
area will then provide an approximate erosion rate.
Using THEMIS daytime IR with a resolution of
100 m/px and THEMIS VIS with a resolution of
19m/px, pedestal craters were identified by observing a
crater-like depression on a sharply-edged plateau of
material [16] (Fig. 2). Diameters of the pedestal craters
were measured directly, and pedestal height was calcuated using shadows.
To determine the erosion rate of the MFF, we need
to locate the pedestal craters, and measure their distance from the current MFF outcrops. We began by
using AI to outline the present MFF outcrops, using
available geologic maps and THEMIS daytime IR mosaics [cf. 1, 11]. For each outcrop, this initial outcrop
outline was increased incrementally (5-10%) a number
of times, and the new outlines were positioned on top
of the original outcrop, to model possible paleo-extents
of the present MFF outcrops. Pedestal craters falling
within these increasingly larger polygons were counted

for crater statistics. The topographic high (identified
using MOLA) for each outcrop was used as the centerpoint for each, incrementally larger, outline.
Visual inspection of pedestal craters around a given
MFF outcrop suggests that the craters can be clustered,
and are not equally distributed in all directions from
the center of the existing outcrop. For example, pedestal craters are found for a greater distance to the
north of the present MFF outcrops than to the south.
Therefore, we made a rose diagram reflecting the
abundance and distribution of pedestal craters around
each outcrop, centered on the topographic high of that
outcrop. These rose diagrams controlled how each
incrementally larger outcrop outline should be spatially
shifted to to best reflect an outcrop’s boundaries at
different times during the erosion of a once-larger,
possibly continuous MFF. We divided the area surrounding the centerpoint into 24 bins of 15° each and
counted the number of craters in each direction, assigning a vector to each bin. Upon normalizing the
graph to account for unequal areas, we summed the
three largest vectors to obtain an single vector. To
model possible paleo boundaries for a given outcrop,
we shifted each incremental outline in the direction of
this vector by a number of kilometers equal to its percent increase from the original outline. In other words,
the length of the vector corresponded to a percent; to
convert this percent to kilometers, we used the radius
of the outcrop in the direction of the vector as equal to
100%. Thus, for the outcrop about the Gordii Dorsum
(Fig. 1), with the three stongest vectors averaging
11.0%, the original outline was shifted in the averaged
vector’s direction 18 km using the minimum outcrop
radius (160 km) and 38 km using the radius in the direction of the vector (345 km).
We used three outline shapes for each outcrop: 1)
exact –the existing outcrop’s boundary, 2) smooth – an
approximation of the outcrop’s boundary, and 3) ellilptical – based on the shape of the rose-diagram produced for that outcrop. The purpose of the rosediagram, these multiple outlines, and their shifting was
to investigate different erosional patterns that may
have modified the MFF.
We will use pedestal crater size-frequency distributions, calculated for the different proposed paleo
outlines of the MFF, to constrain the timing of MFF
erosion. Pedestal crater height will be used to constrain MFF thickness prior to erosion, and will therefore be used to constrain volumetric erosion rates.
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Preliminary Results: Preliminary pedestal crater
locations (Fig. 3) around the Gordii Dorsum outcrop
using the “exact” outline shape reveal an unequal crater distribution with distance from the present outcrop
boundary. This trend suggests a non-linear erosion
rate. Future work will examine the size-frequency

distribution of pedestal craters around each MFF outcrop, and the spatial distribution of these craters.

Figure 2. Pedestal Crater #473 from
data. Crater diameter is 1.5 km
across. Themis VIS image
V11801009. ASU/JPL/NASA.

Figure 1. Regional area shown in MOLA data. The MFF spans 138°- 232° E.
Lines point to the five outcrops. The Gordii Dorsum outcrop is labeled as GDO.
ASU/JPL/NASA
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Figure 3. Preliminary results showing pedestal craters N(1.0km).
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